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Before you begin installation please note you have two different sets of
screws. Two of them are noticeably bigger. The bigger set installs in the
two inside holes.
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two inside holes.

1) Thoroughly clean front hood area. Open hood.

1) Thoroughly clean front hood area. Open hood.

2) "Dry Fit" the bugshield by holding it up to the hood (this will help verify if you have
the correct shield for your vehicle).

2) "Dry Fit" the bugshield by holding it up to the hood (this will help verify if you have
the correct shield for your vehicle).

3) Install the two center screws (using the two bigger screws) into the corresponding,
pre-existing holes. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.

3) Install the two center screws (using the two bigger screws) into the corresponding,
pre-existing holes. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.

4) Hold bugshield securely in place and lower hood to determine that the shield is
centered. Do so by "eyeballing" either end. Make adjustments as needed.

4) Hold bugshield securely in place and lower hood to determine that the shield is
centered. Do so by "eyeballing" either end. Make adjustments as needed.

5) VERY IMPORTANT: Pull the outer tags toward the front of the vehicle until the
contours of the shield match the contours of the hood.

5) VERY IMPORTANT: Pull the outer tags toward the front of the vehicle until the
contours of the shield match the contours of the hood.

6) Mark the position of the two outside holes.

6) Mark the position of the two outside holes.

7) Carefully drill the marked holes with a 1/8" drill bit. IMPORTANT: Take care not
to drill through or damage the top of hood.

7) Carefully drill the marked holes with a 1/8" drill bit. IMPORTANT: Take care not
to drill through or damage the top of hood.

8) Using a screw driver install the last two screws.

8) Using a screw driver install the last two screws.

9) Close hood and tell all your friends about your FANTASTIC new shield from
WADE.

9) Close hood and tell all your friends about your FANTASTIC new shield from
WADE.

Cleaning Instructions: Wash with warm water and a mild soap solution
using a soft, clean cloth or sponge. Use of cleaners not approved for
acrylic, or use of improper solvents could result in permanent damage
which will not be covered by the warranty.
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Warning: All items are made of breakage resistant material, but to avoid
damage, machine car washes are not advised.
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